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Increasing Oulu brand with shipping containers 

 

Oulu, the hometown of Finnish shipping container company MC Containers, will soon have a strong presence in 

international cargo traffic, as OULU-containers will be hitting ports and highways worldwide. The privately owned 

family company has registered OULU as it’s container identifier code (prefix), which will be found in all of the 

company’s containers starting from August 2018. 

 

In August 2017, The bureau International des Containers et du Transport Intermodal (BIC, or the International 

Container Bureau) admitted MC Containers the right to use the OULU-prefix on their containers. The prefix is a 

four-letter identifier, which indicates the container’s owner and model. OULU-containers can then be spotted on 

ships and highways around the world, as the prefix will also be in use on the company’s international divisions’ 

containers. 

 

“MC Containers has been permitted an exclusive use of the word Oulu on both land and sea. Oulu will be more and 

more visible especially on highways and harbors. Importing, exporting and other global activities are happening as 

we speak in ports around the world and shipping containers are always on the go”, notes the company’s founder 

and CEO, Ralf Mattson. 

 

MC Containers was established in Oulu in 2004. The family company deals with containers and cargo traffic 

worldwide. In Finland, the company goes by the name Konttivuokraus Oy, but internationally it is known as MC 

Containers. Opening offices in Germany and Sweden has broadened the company’s international activity a lot. In 

addition to container rental, sales and equipping services, MC Containers also provides cargo and depot services 

for companies that do foreign trade, as a terminal was built at their headquarters in the port of Oulu. 

 

What is a PREFIX? 

The Bureau International des Containers et du Transport Intermodal (BIC) grants a four letter identifier, which 

indicates the container’s owner. 

The identifier can be found around the container. The first three letters form the container’s owner’s code, and the 

fourth letter indicates the cargo equipment used, which, in the shipping container’s case, is the letter U. This letter 

combination is a prefix, also sometimes called a BIC-code. 

The letters, along with the six number code following them, form a unique container code. 

The last, boxed number is used to check the authenticity of the container code. 
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